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A LEVEL ENGLISH LITERATURE A: SET TEXTS CONFERENCE

> PROGRAMME

CODE

7346

> DATE

• Develop strategies for ensuring success in AQA GCE English Literature A in areas
such as comparison, writer’s technique, personal interpretation and using different
interpretations effectively
• Learn the key areas where answers could be stronger, from the 2018 exams, with
ways to ensuring high quality answers
• Develop classroom and revision techniques that make sure that exams are
answered to the best possible standards.
• Analysing Shakespeare to A-level standard – key advice and guidance to ensure
student progression
• Poetry – utilising skills across the specification to strengthen student
understanding and analysis
• Novels and plays – themes and characterisation and differences across time
• Understanding context – ensuring effective independent reading and research for
A-level Literature students
• Making sure that students are making excellent connections and producing high
level exam technique

In-School only

> COURSE LEADER
Paul Dodd is an experienced English
expert who has worked as a teacher
for over 20 years and within a major
exam board before becoming an
independent educational consultant.
He was a teacher of English, a
Head of Department and a Director
of Studies for over twenty years,
teaching at schools in the United
Kingdom and abroad.

• Gain an understanding of the Assessment Objectives for AQA GCE English
Literature A and the relevant skills needed demonstrate these to the examiner to
reach the top grades
• Examine exemplar work which demonstrates the standard required to reach the
top grades across the set texts
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Speakers Include:

London Friday 16 November 2018

David Weston
CEO, Teacher Development Trust

Ross McGill
Founder of @Teacher Toolkit, one of the most
popular educational websites in the world

Alison Kriel
Headteacher, CEO, educational and
leadership consultant

Mike Sheridan HMI
Ofsted Regional Director for London

To book your place
Call 01625 532974 or book online at www.keynote.org.uk
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